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Abstract 
As a popular icon of our visual culture and our design mileu, mobile phone as a design element of manner or
demenour of our time could be considered as an indication of our social and cultural experience, and aesthetical
understanding of technology. Like a piece of dress, within a period of ages, the potential of mobile phone to trace
the human experience and anthropology is predictable. Within this paper it is aimed to evaluate the impact and
importance of the mobile phone for its role of; transmitting technological innovation by the use of
communication, overcoming the division between style and technology; and for its capacity to transform the
aesthetical understanding of technology and creating its own fashion as an out put of a social experience of its
time.

Introduction: Social Experience of Technological Product 

The story of automobile is worth to remind for understanding the social experience of a technological product.
Despite Ford Model T was the first affordable automobile by masses, due to its ugly image it has been humiliated
as a sign of a social stigma with many degrading jokes as like: “One quip asserted that you can go anywhere
in a Model T except in society”. (Gartman,1996: 125) Due to these reactions, the social impact of style was
representing a growing demand for design image adopted to consumer taste which at the end followed by the
birth of ‘styling’ in the automobile industry. 

In the beginning of its cycle the automobile as a plaything object mainly used for recreation and sport,
“representing a new concept of personal mobility and taste for independent travel” (Pantzar,1997: 52-
65). Within ten years time the automobile has been introduced to social life and was perceived to be a necessity 

The meaning in the experience of a product can move between the concept of necessity -functionality and
aesthetic –cultural value. Generally the product lifecycles of technological devices seem to follow a domestication
metamorphosis: eg. From toys to instruments, from luxuries to necessities, from pleasure to comfort, or from
sensation to routine (Pantzar, 1997). 

To explain the contribution of the product to human experience Margolin (2002) coined the term ‘product
milieu’.The product milieu of the telephone was quite different from that of the automobile’s; from the first
moment that the telephone is introduced to the social life it has been considered as marvelous technological
invention. During the passage from domestication of communication technology towards mobilisation, the phone
needed a car to move in the city. Widely used mobile phones was the car phones until the end of 80s, and within
10 years time the phone totally liberated from both private spaces like house, office and car and entered to the
public life directly associated with mobile human body to live its cycle. 

The changing relationship of the consumer to a new product can be seen in a future scenario for technological
products to live their cycle in three-stage process.(Pantzar, 2000): 
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In the first stage excitement of experiencing the product represents self-purposeful consumption as play. 

Gradually the relationship with the product becomes more rational; the stage of the instrumental consumption
takes role can be termed as consumption as work. 

Finally when ‘the relationship to the commodity becomes increasingly critical’ consumers begin to question about
the lifestyle, and start to analyse their experience with the product. 

The mobile phone seems to be in the phase of being an artistic element becoming a fashion item in the
consumption game of the industrial design market mainly for its complex technical features to be experienced in
difficulty by the consumer. Margolin (2002: 42-43) puts this issue as ‘discrepancy the user who is envisioned
by the designer, manufacturer and the person who actually engages the product‘ He quotes Professor
Burdek suffering for a very common scene of our everyday lives:

“The system is so intelligent that I can use just some two or three basic functions . I don’t want to
remember all the others and I really don’t want to read the user instruction during a telephone call”.

In addition to this the realm of fast moving technology creates an artificial obsolescence similar to fashion
seasons. Before the user becomes familiar with the specific functions of his/ her existing phone, another model
with new features and style has already been introduced to the market. 

Mobility and Lifestyled Culture 

Mobile phones has become indispensable devices of a world which is surrounded by ‘excessive mobilisation of
public space’, and excessive use of speed (Virilio: 1997). They are the objects of a scenario what Mc Clear, Testa
(2002) call ‘global image economy’ to explain volatile milieu of information society .The mobilisation of post
–industrial society is transforming from mechanical world to electronical world . The flaneur as the main figure of
the modern city, is no longer wandering around the streets, but surfing through the Web, charting an unknown
territory . The individuals of information society are the artists for whom the creation of something new is more
important than routines ( Pantzar, 2000: 14).

The privatisation of life and transformation of public space in to private space, displaces with blurring the
difference between inner and outer space with electronic technologies .As Mc Luhan states “The first hint of
this condition came with the telephone. By increasing the speed of the private voice, it retrieved the
telepathy and gave everyone the feeling of being everywhere at once”(1997:148) When the picture phone
will be reintroduced in the future, taking the user outside for public inspection whether he or she is ready or not,
it will shake the distinction also between visual space and acoustic space via use of electronic speed. 

A strong effect of this condition appears as survelliance systems of the modern metropole. The displacement of
the original with its copy –simulacra of Baudrillard, artificial of Margolin - in the information society is probably
stems from the fright from physical touch in the public life in modernity as Simmel and Sennett explored out . The
utopia of ‘city of touch’, and ‘open city’ is based upon neutralising physic troubles of modern men . as in the case
of transparent utopic constructions . Physic paranoia of modern men was not only stemmed from this fright but
also from the idea of ‘ somebody is watching me’ . The universal panopticism in the information society made it
possible to create a completely open city via the use of wide spread information technologies (Robins: 1996, 46). 

The design of information communication technology is the style of this power. The message given to consumer
in using technology is the utopia of having limitless freedom in an open society. A Turkish telecommunications
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company in advertising campaigns presents an image of a young girl, travels freely around the country just
because she has the power of communication in her hands, the lyrics of the music used was also supporting this
saying; “I am free...”.Resembling the position of explorer artist on the web Ironically we can remember the
paradox of Orwell’s saying: “Ignorance is the power”. ”Surveillance is inevitable as an outcome of a system with
unlimited capacity to record via a vast network data mining ”McClear, Testa ( 2000:51).Like credit cards, cash
machines, network identification codes, mobile phones are the styled instruments of the surveillance systems
which all started with the phantasy of Spider Man’s electronic bracelet to identify him where ever he goes (Lyon:
1997).

Style of Communication: Image of Technology 

Mc Luhan’s view about informational overload –what Auge calls excess –and limits of forms transformed by
electronic speeds gives a clear idea upon how the technology is shaped: (1997: 20).

“Anything, any word, or process or form, pushed to the limits of its potential, reverses its characteristics
and becomes complementary form… Money as hardware pushed to its limit, reverses in the lack of
money –credit ( software or information)…. In the same sense, individual man can become a crowd. The
cloned person loses his private identity, but becomes a corporate one. On the telephone ( on the air) it
is not the message that travel at electronic speed, but the sender is sent, minus a body, and all the
relationships of speaker and audience tend to be erased” 

What Kerckhove finds out about the evolution of everyday life things from the mechanical to the electronical
proves this: (Domus, December 99: 88)

“Through the passage to electronification from mechanization “there is complementary movement of
dematerialisation and humanisation of the machine.. Thus the main trends of the electronification of
the mechanical tools are first to pulverize the machine and second humanize the tool, process, function,
character or behaviour of the machine” Therefore the end product of this digitisation should have the
character of bodilessness, and immateriality as Moles (1995)points out.

The evolution of the telephone reveals another trend of electronification, that of miniaturisation. In that
relationship it is surprizing to discover the inverse proportional ratio between size and the power. The
development of micro chips erase the importance of the body of the object for functioning the technological
input, and leave room for dressing it up in lighter structures. 

Virilio focuses on (1997:50) “the necessity of miniaturisation of components in analysing topology of
technology”. Technology destroy the bodies of industrial machinery and “technological reductionism is
spreading to all branches of communications and telecommunications.” The tendency of miniaturisation
in the future will have two main effects on the shape of wireless communications:

1.Creation of hyper functional objects that is collecting various functions with complex performances in one
small body (Giordano:2002: 124).

By ‘digital convergence’ in consumer electronics spreading increasingly to various areas of consumption such
as cultural industries like music industry, sports, computers, medicine and professional instruments. Relatively the
mobile phone industry in the 1990s imported its mental models from car and watch industry. (Kotro, Pantzar:
2002)Therefore future scanning on particularly automotive and watch industry is evident for the mobile phone
industry. 
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Smart technology sometimes provide overlapping functions of information technology. As mobile phone becomes
one of the indispensable products of IT technology the projects held to collect different complex functions to one
device: With the use of I-mode technology for instance, which can take, transmit pictures, mobile phones will
soon function as credit cards too . (Lutyens: 2002).

2. Transparent and invisibility of wireless communications through flexible / integrated circuits, distributed
architecture, chip integration and merging technology (Lucaci, 2002: 58) A designer puts this point as “Phones
no longer have to be hand helded. Current projects seperates different component of mobiles in to
pieces of jewellery such as earings and watches”. Smaller components gathering as a headset or tiny
lightweight device to slip in ones pocket. (Lutyens, 2002). 

In the new technological environment what Virilio calls ‘technosphere’, the technological inventions towards
humanisation are probably caused by our lazy nature. One day if the dream of substituting human being by
technology for especially in domestic help comes true the technology will live for us . Kerckhove (1999) quotes
Samuel Buttler Yeats to explain this: “As for living we let our servants do that for us” This tendency of
humanisation could be apparent in two modes: 

1.The simple idea of domestic comfort is concentrated on the working environment, and working time is
surrounded by more relaxing atmosphere, linked with the quality of time spent at home probably in reaction to
our accelerating lifestyle in constant rush. The new sedentary culture emerges with home –offices . The moments
of rest, mediation or wonder remind us our heritage and continuing tradition that we live in our personal spaces
that is familiar and comfortable. The trend is often referred to as ‘cocooning’ which provides the sense of feeling
comfortable in one’s own territory, while at the same time communicating in real time over vast distances through
telecommunications and joining virtual communities whilst remaining members of our own physical community.
(Lambourne, 1997).

2. Creation of emotive relationship with the technological device, and the need of personalisation with the
specific identity given to machine . In design development the focus is given to reflect the emotive responses of
face to face relationship between individuals to the user interface of mobile phone: The personalised voice
recording systems caused by associative features from user’s daily life appears as another added value. 
“Current trend for fashion oriented –mobiles is snowballing move to personalise it that goes way
beyond colored clip on covers or customised teenager phones”(Lutyens, 2002). 
Buchanan(1998:6) also talks about complexity as an output of personalisation in the information society: “There
is no longer a world culture; there are only individuals, each grabbling to make personal order and
sense out an increasingly complex world”. 

Fashioning Technology 

Style of any consumer product can be influenced from fashion trends. In a world identities exists and created by
their image fashion stands for being the fundamental change fo rdesign change .Ever accelerating diffusion of
tele-communications technology to our social lives and ever growing consumer market necessitates to create
technological fashion concepts . Research due to market and consumer needs in three different direction: draws
preliminary criteria for design trends:
Short term watch up to 24 months ahead concerns with cultural and aesthetical tendencies 
Midterm watch up to 3-10 years ahead concerns changing values and beliefs in society 
Long term global paradigms (Bevolo, 2000)

It is necessary to underline the integration of telecommunication design in to fashion system can not only be
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considered within the short term aesthetical trends Rather exploration of fashion concept in industrial design is
evident . Despite its trivial and ephemeral nature fashion represents a role to be a bridge between aesthetics and
technology, shaping aesthetic understanding of technology . The question of “what could be the parameter
to scale the role of fashion in design of a technological product ?” requires to look for the commonalities
and shared values between design and fashion: 

1. Lifestyle paradigma focusing on a deep observation and investigation of attitudes, believes and values,
makes the mobile communications device a socialized object. Pantzar positions the role of technological everyday
life things in the sociology of consumption towards a lifestyle of outerdirectedness. (1997: 55)The mobile phone
as part of our social body image is becoming powerful as dress in constructing and conveying our identies.

On the other hand the supplementing theorical approach also illuminates the importance of fashion system in
the product innovation. The Diderot Effect suggested by Mc Cracken (1990)tells the story of Denis Diderot who
has undergone a transformation in all his goods to be elegant, organized, beautifully appointed by the cause of
his new dressing gown.The fact shows that the suggestion of consumer goods in any complement are linked by
some commonality and unity. The mobile phone not only by collecting various complex functions in one body and
distributing the style in to different products but also in the level of creating a harmony with the body image
copes with the fashion system.

Diderot unity as simulation of the whole fashion system is interesting for two different ways: In the first place in
can constrain the consumer to stay within his or her existing pattern of consumption, but in the second mode it
can force the consumer to transform these patterns of consumption beyond all recognition. This is surprisingly
similar to the position of a fashion movement which oscillates between individualism and conformism. 

2. Adoption and Lifecycle: The speed of technology goes parallel with the speed expansive changeover in the
power and capacity of it, therefore obsolescence is inherent and inevitable. “The rhythm of business in a
period of time pacing is no longer dictated by events and inventions, but by the logic of fashion cycle”
(Kotro, Pantzar, 2002: 43).
“If design means shaping the world fashion represents its seasons” (Angelis: 1999) The Cycle of mobile
phones draw near to fashion product’s cycle . As being one of the fast moving products in the design market,
mobile phone models has been obsoleted thanks to speed of communications technology, and therefore
preminent brands of mobile phone industry not only follow the trends, but try to set them.

Adoption of technology through different social classes, massification of the new technological mode could only
be explained by trickle –down cycle of fashion system . The technological innovation at the beginning of the cycle
is only privileged for the first users with premium prices .However the technological innovation can hardly be
marketed alone, and price is given mostly for the style that is in tune with new aesthetical trends . Prices gradually
decrease by the public acceptance in wide masses. During the cycle with few modification the product is
reintroduced to the market for two reasons:
To dress up and aesthetize the technology 
To lengthen its life span in the market 

3. Gender Specific Issues due to Cultural Landscape In general view the first and mainly wide spread users
of the mobile phone are men due to the fact that male consumers are considered to be more aware in
understanding and utilising the complex functions of telephones compare to women. The ethimological
development of mobile phone in Turkish is worth noting; it is termed as pocket phone, and the association is
mainly masculine .On the other hand women do carry their phones in their handbags and more related with the
notion of fashion. Following Diderot unity many fashion designers added to their collections tiny handbags
specially designed for mobile phone .Growing tendency in fashion world as signing a mobile phone positions
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fashion designer as being not only a shaper of the body but also the shaper of the technology as in the case of
Nokia-Kenzo collaboration. The supplementary functions of phone memory like watching the weight and
organizing self care ritual as a personal computer gives it another feminine attribute with stylistic features related
to sub functions such as makeup mirror on the surface of the phone. 

3.Notion of Comfort: Comfort is no more a mere reflection of easy to use and functionality, but appears as an
emotive response due to environmental aesthetics and quality of life as an added value of lifestyled culture. As
Francesco Morace defines; 

“ Comfort is one of the frontiers of significant design areas and experimentation as regards the post-
technological experience of its organic and ultranatural exploitation, in the ethical and aesthetic sense.
This is the comfort that hallmarks the new domestic environment, based on the parameters of fashion
which puts usually domestic products and styles on the street, as in the case of casual clothes and
slippers, or which offers intimate luxury for excellence and quality of experience” (Angelis, 2002: 41)

A new sensitivity enhanced by technology today offers as more refined environment with greater aesthetic quality,
and greater attention to individual self care. This trend is illustrated by popularity whirlpool bath, power showers
and chromateraphy and so forth. (Angelis, 2002: 42)

4.Being Pleasurable and Aesthetically Appealing
Technology becomes another means of seduction .Marcel O’Goorman argues how Imac is reintroduced by
fashion on the computer scene as an object of desire. 

“As digital machines become transparent elements of personal style-voguish signifiers of well being in
an electronic culture we are becoming increasingly ignorant of their actual mechanics and power to
shape information and influence its delivery”. “the fruit flavored hardware seduction of computer
fashion scene is the site of disempowerment, programmed ignorance, packaged identity formation”
(2000)

The transparency of Imac which has no sense beyond being just an effect, an illusion as a visual cult that fashion
has dictated pause us to think on ethical issues about fashion . However fashion doesn’t seek politically correct
behaviour to seduce. The predominant focus on physical-sensorial dimension due to consumption and daily life
trends proves this: 
‘Within the Territory of Dense Minimal Pleasures, pleasure derived through the enactment of everyday
rituals accomplished by means of senses, especially taste and smell is coming forth, like the combination
of coffee and cholocolate.’ (Morace, 2001) Similarly one of the recent mobile phone designs resembling a bar
cholocolate with keys in different colors chosen by the user offers an alternative interface towards personalisation.
(Lutyens: 2002) 
In the story of transformation from technical devices to fashionable items the mobile phone becomes an object
of pleasure that brings excitement, and the ‘snob effect’ back .That makes product’s imagery of fashion,
symbolism and storytelling more apparent than the technology (Kotro and Pantzar, 2002: 38)

5. The Role of Communication: As an instrument of meaning transfer the fashion system gives an explanation
to how objects convey messages through style .In doing this fashion world works 3 distinct ways to transfer
meaning of goods: (MC Cracken: 1990) 

1.In one capacity the fashion system performs to transfer meaning from the culturally constituted world to
consumer goods that is remarkably similar in character; takes new styles and associates them with established
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cultural categories and principles The cultural inputs as mobility and comfort of mobile phone, requires
miniaturisation to ease mobility by making it portable in pocket or attached to the body as a jewellery .
2.Invents new cultural meanings which is undertaken by opinion leaders who shape and refine existing cultural
meaning . The mediators –persons, images, and surrounding products –introduce new cultural landscapes as the
totality of cultural interpretations and meaning that are specific to mobile phone (Kotro, Panzar: 2002: 31) in to
product development .
The existing survelliance systems of modernity conveyed to new high speed culture in the form of bodilessness
and invisibleness in a hidden environment .In the new ground of culture the speed of light becomes the next
threshold Kerckhove points out (1999: 88): “Electronic transactions operate in invisible transfers, waves and
fields, sonic, electrical and magnetic”. Man machine systems of Cyberculture creates many virtual opinion
leaders, as apparent in the case of movies including The Matrix, Charlie’s Angels, or the Saint where phones act
as an icon of a new era . 

3.Fashion system engages not only in the invention of cultural meaning, but also in its radical form: Radical
instability of this meaning by what Levis Strauss called as hot societies accelerates the fashion mechanism. With
new developments in technology and new means of mobility as Mc Luhan puts in the case of pushing limits, the
body is also exposed to extreme conditions caused by velocity .The new conditions as reflections of the new forms
of cultural disciplination as Norbert Elias categorise . Coolness is the new construction of new corporal language,
and new discipline of body and mind which require an elaborate kind of communicative ways, acting at a distance
from each other. (Mentges, 2000: 43)Clothing in this process not only performs visually but also formalizes and
materializes sensory communication of the human body with the environment.

Conclusion 

We are living in an age that face to face is displaced by interface .The design element of information
communications technology, mobile phone becomes a visual icon of comtemporary culture. In its social experience
due to its consumption the product milieu moves through its lifecycle from being a plaything, to functional finally
to stylish object. The style of communication parallel to the cultural shift towards speed and power produces the
forms of dematerialisation, humanisation, and miniaturisation. Evergrowing consumer demands due to lifestyles of
electronification towards digital convergence requires to create technological fashion concepts not only by staying
tune with short term aesthetical trends, but also by exploration of commonalities between fashion and design. The
new form of technology can not any longer represent the pure functional ridigity, rather it should be presented to
fullfill pleasures of life, the notion of comfort, and emotive necessity towards personalisation.Within this
atmosphere the mobile communication device as a fashion item acts as an actor to construct new corporal
language and new discipline of body related to mind and environmental aesthetics. 
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